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geothermal brine
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zone at 7km depth



• SELA 21/2022 is a combined
Cat_6 (geothermal) and Cat_1
(metals) application.

• The aim is to extract lithium
from geothermal brine, using
electricity generated from
geothermal energy with
excess power to the grid.

• The required elements for a
successful operation are:

• Heat

• Lithium

• Flow rate

SELA 21/2022

Inferred 
Geothermal 

Resource
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Lithium Basics

• Lithium has the highest electro-chemical
potential of all metals. It will continue to
play a major role in the electrification of
‘everything’.

• Lithium currently mostly comes from
Australian hard-rock mining and South
American evaporative playas.

• Increasing demand for lithium has led to
the identification of large resources in
geothermal and oil-field brines.

• Lithium is used in two main forms:
Lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) and lithium
hydroxide monohydrate (LiOH.H20).

• Lithium in brine is described in mg/l or in
mg/kg (≡ppm) Li. For our purposes here,
these are equivalent. As a commodity, it
is described as either Li or LCE (x5.323).

Sources: BGS, Jade Cove
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Hardrock

Deposit Type
Typical 
Grade

Examples

Pegmatites 1.5-4% Li2O Greenbushes, Aust

Hectorite 0.4% Li2O Sonora, Mexico

Jadarite 1.5% Li2O Jadar, Serbia

Brines

Playas / 
Salars

400-1500 
ppm Li

Salar de Atacama, Chile;    
Salar de Hombre Muerto, 

Argentina

Geothermal
100-350 
ppm Li

Salton Sea, USA; 
Upper Rhine Graben, Fr & Ge; 

Cornwall, UK.

Oilfield
100-500 
ppm Li

Smackover oilfield, Arkansas, 
USA



Direct Lithium Extraction (DLE)

• Direct Lithium Extraction or DLE describes
a group of technologies used to extract
lithium from brine.

• DLE is the ‘game-changer’ for geothermal
and oilfield brines.

• Globally, there are now well over seventy
DLE operations and projects, including
several lithium-in-geothermal brine.
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• As well as adding more supply, DLE
has an excellent environmental /
sustainability rating.

• DLE delivers a high-grade, high-purity
product suitable for battery
manufacture.

• Extracting only heat and lithium (and
possibly other metals) before re-
injecting back into the ground, a
geothermal + DLE operation has low,
possibly even zero CO2 emissions.

DLE’s Low Environmental Impact

Playa 

evaporate

Geothermal 

brines

Lithium sourced from geothermal brines 
has no emissions, little water consumption 
and by far the smallest surface footprint.      

Sources: BBC, Islandbanki & EnergySource

Evaporative playas------
Hard-rock mining------

Geothermal brines------

CO2 EMISSIONS AND WATER USAGE
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• The aim is to produce electricity
from geothermal energy.

• And then extract the lithium (and
possibly other metals) prior to re-
injection.

• With excess electricity exported to
the grid.

Direct Geothermal Lithium Extraction 6



Lithium from Geothermal Brines: Global

• Most geothermal plays are low in
Lithium: e.g., USA data.

• But several countries have geothermal
DLE projects

• Three areas have projects developing
high-grade, ~200ppm Lithium in
geothermal brine.

• Salton Sea, Ca, USA

• Cornwall, UK

• Upper Rhine, Ge / Fr

• Lemont has the characteristics to be
another.

Sources: Jade Cove, EnBW, Vulcan
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Lithium from Geothermal Brines: Lemont

A. Heat

• Some of Australia’s highest heat
flows have been recorded in eastern
Tasmania. This image includes a
historical reading of 159mW/m2 with
KUTh Energy’s 2009 heat flow
measurements which recorded up to
118mW/m2 over buried granites.

• The heat generation of outcropping
granites in SELA 21/2022 are also
among Australia’s highest.

• Similar buried ‘hot’ granites are the
interpreted sources of heat for the
Inferred Geothermal Resources of
Lemont and Fingal.

Lemont
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B. Lithium C. Flow rate
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Lithium from Geothermal Brines: Lemont

• Much of Tasmania is underpinned
by granite (inset). Much of it is
mineralised, especially in the
northeast where granite-associated
metals including tin, tungsten and
gold have been widely mined.

• Hard rock lithium levels of the Ben
Lomond Batholith, to 250ppm Li,
are comparable to the ~300ppm of
Cornish granites and well above the
24-40ppm Li for granites globally.

Devonian granites: various colours.  
Ordovician intruded meta-sediments: grey.  
Younger cover including Jurassic dolerite: buff.
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Fingal

Lemont

Ben Lomond Batholith 
Outcropping granites 96-

253 ppm Lithium

A. Heat B. Lithium C. Flow rate
NE Tas to 1148 
ppm Lithium



Lithium from Geothermal Brines: Lemont

• High flow rates, required to extract
commercial tonnages of lithium, requires
high permeability: often associated with
major faults and fractures.

• Low electrical resistivities can be a good
proxy for permeability: the higher the
permeability, (non-uniquely) the lower
the resistivity.

• The main low resistivity zone coincides
with a major structure trending ~105o

i.e., sub-parallel to Tasmania’s maximum
horizontal compressive stress direction,
and therefore a likely site for enhanced
permeability.
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A. Heat B. Lithium C. Flow rate
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• As previously noted, permeable zones
are commonly associated with
resistivity lows. This interpretation is
enhanced if there is an associated
seismic velocity low, since other
sources of resistivity lows, such as
sulphides or graphitic shales, would not
produce low velocities.

• A passive seismic survey was carried
out over Lemont in 2021. Tom
Ostersen produced a 3D data set of
regions with coincident low resistivities
and seismic velocities (‘Ostersen dots’).

Sources:  KUTh Energy, IMS and T. Ostersen

Anomalous 
Shear Velocity 

(%)

Resistivity
(ohm.m)

Coincident zones 
of low velocity 
and resistivity

3D MT resistivity model 3D passive seismic 
velocity model

Depth slices at 3km below surface

11Lithium from Geothermal Brines: Lemont
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Summarising Lemont 12

159 
mW/m2

250ppm 
Lithium

118 
mW/m2

Depth to (hot) granite       
1km contours to 9km

Regional iso-surface 
of 6 ohm.m

Less resistive (more 
permeable) iso-surface of 
3.2 ohm.m merged with 
regional 6 ohm.m ribbon



Next Steps
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• The immediate aim is to de-risk the
project by drilling a test well. This
would confirm the geology and
structural interpretation and provide
the chemistry of the brines,
including lithium concentration, plus
temperature and an indication of
flow rate.
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Appendices

Disclaimer

This Presentation has been prepared by Direct Lithium Pty Ltd (Direct Lithium) to provide an overview of its plans to develop a Direct Lithium Extraction

operation in Tasmania. The document is not a prospectus and should not be considered an offer or an invitation to acquire shares in Direct Lithium.

The Information does not constitute advice of any kind and no responsibility or liability is accepted by Direct Lithium for any action taken by the recipient

on the basis of the Information. Any forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates included in this document are based on assumptions and

possibilities which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends. They are provided as a general guide only

and should not be relied upon as a guarantee or indication of future performance.

Statements contained in this document are of a summary nature only and while every effort has been made to ensure their accuracy, no responsibility or

liability is accepted by Direct Lithium or any of its officers, employees, agents or associates, for any of the information contained in this Presentation.

Further, Direct Lithium undertakes no obligation to update or revise any statements in the document.

By accepting this document, recipients agree that if they wish to proceed further, they will make their own independent investigations.

Contact: John Bishop,   m: +61 (0)418 373 429,    e: john.bishop@spaarkenergy.com.au
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Electricity Generation

• Temperature and flow rate determine
how much electricity can be produced
from a well. Initial estimates suggest
that +/-7MW per well might be
produced from Lemont; i.e., close to
the global average.

• Superimposed on the nomogram are
four leading geothermal DLE projects,
showing a wide range of
temperatures and flow rates, but
similar Li concentrations. A similar
value, of ~200ppm Li, is expected for
Lemont.

(C. Huddlestone-Holmes, pers comm.)
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ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION PER WELL
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Tasmania is aiming to export at least 10TWh/yr of
renewable energy by 2040, which will require
doubling of the State’s current capacity. Some of
this will come from pumped hydro and wind, but
more dispatchable power will be needed, thus
providing an excellent opportunity for Lemont.



• The brine on the outlet side will still
contain significant heat and, based on
global geothermal plants, could be used
for a range of activities, including:

• Spas / Hot springs
• Greenhouse industries
• Aquaculture
• Timber drying
• Fruit and vegetable drying

• A similar enterprise is envisaged to
Iceland’s Resource Park where different
industries use the geothermal energy
co-operatively, maximising efficiency
and minimising waste.

Geothermal energy has numerous uses, 
many of which are applicable to Tasmania.

Flow on Industries 16



• Cornish Lithium’s Geocubed project is poised to extract lithium
from GEL’s ‘United Downs’ geothermal power plant under
construction (with two completed wells) in Cornwall UK.22

• Cornish Li are also looking at drilling shallower holes, 1.5-2km
deep. Although lithium grades improve with depth, this study
may show the extra drilling cost isn’t justified. No electricity
generated, but direct heating would be possible.23

• The Geocubed brine has a ~220ppm Li and a pilot plant using
GeoLith’s Li-Capt DLE technology is operating with high
recoveries. The target is 4000tpa Li from 2026 with the
possibility of other metals.24

• The geological setting is very similar to Lemont, with
mineralised (tin, tungsten) granites; the resource in a major
(extensional) transfer fault and comparable heat flows
(120mW/m2 compared to Lemont’s 118). The granites also have
comparable assays: 310ppm Li at Carnmenellis compared with
253ppm Li in the Royal George Granite at Midlands.

• More Case Histories in the Appendices.

DLE Case History_1: Geocubed, UK

1000m

2000m

3000m

4000m

5000m
United Downs

Brines at ~190oC from a ~5km deep borehole will 
power turbines to produce electricity. Lithium to 
be extracted via a DLE plant, prior to re-injection.

United Downs, Cornwall

120 mW/m2

22 193oC at ~4.8km depth; targeting ~80 l/s flow rate. Expected to produce ~3MWe.
23 Presentation by Cornish Lithium’s Lucy Crane to IMMM, 9jun22:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOhIAMeQKJ8

24 https://cornishlithium.com/

Heat 
Flow

Geothermal power 
and DLE projects

Main: Lithium hard-rock assays (in 
ppm), Cornwall and Devon, UK.       

SELA 21/2022 superimposed for scale.
Inset: Heat flow to 120 mW/m2.
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• Vulcan Energy Ltd (ASX: VUL) is developing a ‘Zero Carbon Lithium’ project in
the URV. Total resource >15Mt LCE in geothermal brine with an average
grade of 181mg/l Li. The operation will produce LiCl using sorption
technology35 which will go to a Central Lithium Plant to be converted to LiOH
by electrolysis. The project will also generate geothermally driven electricity.

• A Jan 2020 pre-feasibility study (with a 100mg/l Li cut-off)36, gives robust
financials for both Lithium and electricity.37 The forecast CAPEX is US$1.3B
with an OPEX of €2,640/t LHM for a 40ktpa LiOH.H2O plant,38 and 74MW
geothermal power plant. To be built in 2 stages: first production in 2024. The
Li plant on a stand-alone basis has a 33% IRR with a 4yr payback.

• The Table below compares Vulcan’s project with some operating DLE plants
and other planned projects.

DLE Case History_2: Zero Carbon, Ge.

DLE comparisons. Extracted from VUL corp. 
presentation Jul-Aug, ‘22. References for the 
other projects are listed in the presentation 
https://www.investi.com.au/api/announcements/vul/fa49dc9c-01a.pdf

35 See Vulcan’s Technical Update, 12nov21
https://v-er.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Direct-Lithium-Extraction-technical-update-FINAL.pdf

Vulcan licences, URV (ASX 
release jun22). SELA 21/2022 

superimposed for scale.

36 ASX announcement 15jan21 https://cdn-api.markitdigital.com/apiman-

gateway/ASX/asx-research/1.0/file/2924-02330867-6A1015607?access_token=83ff96335c2d45a094df02a206a39ff4

37 Geothermal power in Germany has a high, 
long- term, feed-in-tariff. See:
https://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/en/knowledge/publications/3e005a80/opportunities-geothermal-energy-in-
germany#:~:text=The%20German%20Renewable%20Energy%20Sources,25.20%20cents%20per%20kilowatt%20hour.

IX = ion exchange
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38 Aus-based Ekosolve state an all-in OPEX of 
US$2,500/t with 80% recoveries for playa 
brines http://www.ekosolve.com.au/technology.html.



• The Salton Sea Geothermal Field in southern California is
exceptional. Individual wells typically produce >20MWe with the
highest >40MWe. Temperatures reach 389oC at ~2km depth and
the brine is up to 28% salts by weight. However, the lithium
content is comparable to the URV and Cornwall, at 211mg/l Li.39

• At least three companies are developing DLE plants. BHER has 10
geothermal power plants producing 345MW. In 2021 they
received a US$15M matched grant and have successfully trialled
an ion exchange process.

• EnergySource has a 55MW power plant with an associated pilot
trialling their own ILiAD sorption technology. The third company,
CTR, plans to build a 140MW power plant of which two-thirds will
be sold.40 It is trialling Lilac Solutions ion exchange technology and
is planning to produce up to 35ktpa of LCE by 2025.41

DLE Case History_3: Salton Sea, USA

Sources: EnergySource, BHER, CTR, Lithium Valley Commission

Upper: Greater Imperial Valley geothermal fields associated with the San
Andreas Transform Fault. SELA 21/2022 superimposed for scale (green line).42

Lower: Salton Sea Geothermal Field where at least three companies are
developing DLE operations.43

39 Ventura, S. et al, 2020. Selective Recovery of Lithium from Geothermal Brines. SRI Int. report for the CEC. 

https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-05/CEC-500-2020-020.pdf
40 https://www.cthermal.com/
41 Lithium Valley Commission, Presentation 29jul21 Updated. https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/getdocument.aspx?tn=239067

42 Kaspereit, et al, 2016. Updated conceptual and (power) reserve estimate for the Salton Sea Geothermal 
Field. https://publications.mygeoenergynow.org/grc/1032308.pdf

43 Lockhart, B., 2019. Possible Sites for Lithium Mining in the Salton Sea Geothermal Area. 
https://ic.arc.losrios.edu/~veiszep/36fall2019/Lockhart/G350_Lockhart_Project.htm   (accessed 14oct22).
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Salton Sea Geothermal Field from Lockhart, 2019.42

(EIFD: Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District)

Fig. 1, Kaspereit et al, 2016.42



Geological Setting

Lower Figure: Major Tertiary faults from Berry (2019). Tasmania was an extensional regime during
this period (Australia separating from Antarctica) with several grabens opening up. Berry (2019)
regards the “complex transfer zone” within the Lemont outline as likely to have high permeability.
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• Several heat-producing granites were emplaced (mostly) in eastern
Tasmania during a period of tectonic compression ~400Mya, which joined
Eastern and Western Tasmania terranes along the largely concealed Tamar
Fracture Zone (TFZ): upper figure.

• Many of these granites are strongly mineralised, including with lithium.

• ~50Mya Tasmania became part of an extensional regime associated with the
separation of Australia and Antarctica, with several grabens developing. In
the Lemont region the bounding faults “..form a complex transfer zone that
is expected to have high fracture permeability” (Berry, 2019: lower figure).13

• Lastly, Tasmania is located over an interpreted hot spot, the East Australia
Plume System (upper figure), which may explain some of the legacy high
heat flow measurements scattered across the State: upper figure.
(Continental crust averages 65mW/m2.)
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Upper Figure: Radio-isotope enriched granites were emplaced during the Devonian, associated
with a compressional regime bringing Tasmania’s Western and Eastern Terranes together. (Eastern
outcropping granites in pink: Western ones not shown). Legacy high heat flow measurements
support the hypothesis of a ‘hot spot’ beneath Tasmania (green dashed line from Davis et al,
2015). The TFZ marks the approximate location of the paleo-plate boundary,

Also shown are legacy heat flows and depth contours to the granite surface in 1km intervals.



• KUTh’s TFZ-focused exploration started with a systematic
heat flow program of 37 deep (~250m) cored holes on a
~20km x ~20km grid. Temperatures were taken down
equilibrated holes and physical properties including
thermal conductivity measured from a representative suite
of cores.

• The northern, known-to-be-conductive end of the TFZ
proved to be relatively cool but further south some of
Australia's highest heat flows were recorded (to
118mW/m2). The Inferred Geothermal Resources of
Lemont and Fingal were the result.

• Fingal had a higher geothermal gradient (due to more
coal); however, Lemont was larger, had a higher heat flow
and was considered more likely to have associated
permeability28 and subsequent surveys concentrated there.

• KUTh then carried out a series of MT surveys which showed
a close correlation between faults and low resistivities
suggesting permeable structures at depth. Subsequent
surveys supported and refined this interpretation (next
slides).

The Data_1

Some of Australia’s highest heat flow measurements were recorded
over ‘hot’ granites in E. Tas. Modelling of these data was used to
produce the Lemont Inferred Geothermal Resource outlined.

Inset: Geothermal gradient of ~50oC/km for Lemont; i.e., twice
global average.

28 A conclusion supported by the later AusLAMP survey. 
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• Permeable zones are often associated with faults and
fractures. Such structures can often be interpreted from
potential field data and sometimes from topography.

• This figure shows the detailed data used to interpret the
structure within the Lemont geothermal resource. They
cover most of SELA 21/2022. Other data sets, not all as
detailed, cover all of the SELA and surrounding area.

• The red dot in all four images is a drill target defined by
KUTh Energy. Holgate10 noted that a hole placed here
would test a region of “structural convergence” where
east-directed basement thrusts on the western side met
west-directed thrusts on the eastern side.

The Data_2

A B

A. Residual Bouguer gravity: Low values (cold colours) reflect
regions where (low density) granitic basement is closer to the
surface. Some regional structures are also evident. These data
were also used to refine the granite topography modelling.

B. Digital terrain model. Again showing some major structures,
including a prominent arcuate structure also discernible in the
magnetics (C) and gravity (A).

D. Interpreted major and minor structures and possible
dolerite intrusion centres (red)
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Permian Lower Parmeener sediments

Ord-Devn Mathinna 

metasediments

Devonian granite

Jurassic Dolerite

• East-directed thrusts on the western side of the TFZ,
described by Holgate (Slide 20), can be seen in the
seismic reflection cross-section (top).

• The MT resistivity cross-section (bottom: from 3D
inverse-modelling for KUTh Energy) shows a strong
resistivity low which coincides with a major interpreted
shear (see Slide 11).

• Ostersen (2020)14 remodelled the KUTh data with the
addition of six AusLAMP stations. This significantly
improved the resolution, as well as giving better depth
information (Slides 9 & 11).

• Joint inverse-modelling of the gravity, passive seismic
and MT data is planned, following further surveys to
complete the coverage of SEL 21/2022. This will help
constrain the main lithological boundaries, including the
granite surface, and Mathinna-Parmeener unconformity,
and possibly the dolerite centres, as well as highlighting
the major structures.

The Data_3
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Seismic reflection lines

Sources:  Holgate (2013)10, MRT, Ostersen (2020).14
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The Data_4

• Prior to drilling a deep hole, we must rely on indirect evidence of
lithium-in-brine. Many of the granites in NE Tas are highly
mineralised and contain significant levels of Li, including the
~100-250ppm Li hard-rock assays29 in the Henbury, Gipps Ck and
Royal George granites in the northeast corner of the licence.
These values are comparable to (e.g.) the 310ppm of the
Carnmenellis granite which hosts the Geocubed project in
Cornwall, UK: see Slide 17.

• Dr Francis Wedin, CEO of Vulcan Energy with its Upper Rhine
lithium project has noted: “Key will be flow rate from the granite.
I doubt that lithium will be an issue.” (Wedin, pers. comm., 2021)
That is, permeability will likely be the critical factor and, as
previously explained, Direct Lithium considers it has this covered.

• Extensive, hot, and highly mineralised granites are interpreted to
be the source of heat for the Lemont (and Fingal) resources, and
lithium-in-brine concentrations comparable to the global high-
grade average of ~200ppm Li are anticipated.

Henbury

Li to 96 ppm

Royal George

Li to 253 ppm

Gipps Creek

Li to 174 ppm

Mt Cameron  

Li to 100 ppm

Ansons Bay

Li to 64 ppm

Mt William

Li to 63 ppm

Gardens

Li to 35 ppm

Sheoak Hill

Li to 60 ppm

Little Mt Horror

Li to 95 ppm

Poimena

Li to 106 ppm

50km0km

Lottah

Li to 1148 ppm

Top: SELA 21/2022 superimposed on Tasmania’s north-east granites with assayed
lithium values (from A. McNeill, pers. comm. and Corbett et al, 2014). Maximum values
quoted where there are multiple samples; granites with zero lithium not quoted.
Assays overlaid on figure from Geological Evolution of Tasmania (Corbett et al, 2014) .

Bottom: The Royal George tin mine contains “sub-vertical and sub-parallel porphyritic
aplite dykes, alkali feldspar granite with some pegmatitic segregations, and cassiterite-
sulphide-uranium bearing, quartz-rich greisen” (MRT Record 2005/03).

29 These hard-rock assays are coincidentally comparable to the expected lithium-in-brine values,
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